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The dielectric and dynamic mechanical relaxation behaviours of the thermoplastic polyimide, NEW-TPI,
have been investigated from 150 to 350°C, which spans the glass transition region. Dynamic modulus at
1 Hz is about 2.2 GPa below the glass transition temperature, T~, decreasing to 0.02 GPa in amorphous
NEW-TPI, and 0.15 GPa in semicrystalline NEW-TPI, above Tg. Dielectric constant at 10kHz is about
3.21 below Tg, increasing to 3.44 in amorphous NEW-TPI, and 3.33 in semicrystalline NEW-TPI, above
Tg. Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) plots for amorphous and one representative semicrystalline NEW-TPI
were constructed from thermal, dynamic mechanical and dielectric relaxation data but the data could not
be fitted to a single master curve. Dielectric relaxation intensity, A e = e s - ~ , was shown to be structure
sensitive above T~. For both semicrystalline and amorphous NEW-TPI, the relaxation intensity decreases
as temperature increases. This implies that Ae has the same temperature dependence for the semicrystalline
sample compared to the quenched amorphous polymer. This trend is different from that observed in either
poly(ether ether ketone) or poly(phenylene sulphide). Our results confirm thermal analysis of NEW-TPI
and show that NEW-TPI has a very small amount of tightly bound, or rigid, amorphous material, which
relaxes completely within a narrow temperature range just above the Tgof the less tightly bound, or mobile,
amorphous material.
(Keywords: thermoplastic polyimide; dielectric relaxation; dynamic mechanical relaxation)

INTRODUCTION
The aromatic polyimide, NEW-TPI, has been shown to
be a very promising material in terms of its superior
mechanical properties, high temperature stability, solvent
resistance and melt processability 1-9. Introduction of
flexible units and m e t a linkages onto the polymer backbone is shown to lower the glass transition temperature,
Tg, and improve processability ~°. The chemical structure
has been reported previously 1, and consists of a dianhydride component, pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA)
and a diamine comprising phenyl-ether and phenylphenyl units:
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So far, very few studies have been reported on
the NEW-TPI crystal lattice structure 6, morphology 7,
mechanical properties subjected to irradiation 9, development of crystallinity a2, and crystallization kinetics,
thermal properties and phase behaviour 11. Our preliminary result on the dielectric study of NEW-TPI has
been presented in abbreviated form elsewhere 12. Here we
report the extensive dielectric and dynamic mechanical
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relaxation behaviours for both amorphous and semicrystalline NEW-TPI.
We have previously utilized dielectric relaxation
methods to study amorphous phase mobility in poly(ether ether ketone) (PEEK) 13, and poly(phenylene
sulphide) (PPS) 14'z5. The tightly bound, or rigid,
amorphous fraction exhibits decreased molecular mobility
when probed calorimetrically ~6-22. The fraction of tightly
bound amorphous chains (which will be referred to as
'rigid' in keeping with its prior identification16-22), has
been deduced from heat capacity measurements using
differential scanning calorimetry (d.s.c.) z6-22. Polymers
containing rigid amorphous chains were modelled
according to a three-phase model comprising the crystal
phase fraction, Zc, rigid amorphous fraction, X,a, and
liquid-like amorphousw +
phase
hZrae+ fraction,
Z~
r =e 1 : Za
z o
(1)
The idea that crystals constrain the amorphous
phase has long been recognized. The morphology of
semicrystalline polymers comprising lamellar crystals,
amorphous material, and a intermediate region at the
crystal/amorphous interphase is well known z7'23-29.
Although a large fraction of the amorphous chains may
be considered to be located in the interphase (see for
example, ref. 17), in many semiflexible chain polymers
all the amorphous chains attain the mobility level of the
liquid-like state as temperature is increased to just above
Tg. However, in certain other polymers it has been shown
that a portion of the amorphous phase remains rigid
above Tg, conclusions which were based on observation
of a negative deviation of the heat capacity increment in
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semicrystalline samples 1 6 - - 2 2 . The location of this tightly
bound amorphous material, and its relationship to the
lamellar crystals, is not known but it was suggested
that it may relate to strain at the crystal/amorphous
interphase 21'22.
One limitation in the study of amorphous PPS and
PEEK is that both cold crystallize rapidly when heated
during d.s.c, a b o v e Tg11'13'14"'21'22. The dielectric response
of the quenched amorphous phase in these two polymers
cannot be measured over a wide temperature range above
Tg because of the rapid crystallization within 10-15°C
above Tr It is necessary to extrapolate the amorphous
phase dielectric behaviour to higher temperature in order
to compare with the amorphous phase in the semicrystalline polymer 13-15. However, as shown in a
separate work 11, NEW-TPI is a polymer which crystallizes very slowly compared with PPS and PEEK. The
polymer remains amorphous up to a temperature nearly
50°C above Tg before crystallizing during d.s.c, scanning,
Thus, NEW-TPI allows a more direct comparison of the
amorphous phase dielectric behaviour in the quenched
or semicrystalline polymer. Here, we utilize the broad
temperature and frequency range of dielectric and
dynamic mechanical relaxation to study the relaxation
behaviour of NEW-TPI.

1 MHz. Both d.m.a, and dielectric experiments cover a
temperature from well below Tg to nearly 100°C above
Tr Experimental details and theory of the dielectric
measurement have beenpresentedin previous work 13'14.
We define d.s.c. T~as the mid-point of the glass transition
region of d.s.c, at scan rate of 20°C min-1, and the
dielectric Tg as the temperature of maximum tan 6 at
10kHz. For dynamic mechanical relaxation, d.m.a. T~
can be defined as the position either of maximum tan 6
or of E". This will be discussed in more detail below.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Temperatureand frequency dependent mechanical
response
Dynamic mechanical relaxation results at 200-350°C
are shown in Figures la and b for semicrystalline
NEW-TPI sample cold crystallized at 300°C for 1 h. We
present the dynamic modulus E' and loss factor tan 6 at
frequencies of 1, 10 and 50 Hz. The modulus (Figure la)
is quite flat at 2.2 GPa prior to Tg (i.e. below 255°C).
Then a sharp decrease near 260°C can be observed due
to the softening of the polymer at Tg, with modulus
decreasing to 0.15 GPa at temperatures above Tg. This
decrease takes place over a temperature range of only
40°C, from 260 to 300°C. The rubbery plateau of E' was

EXPERIMENTAL
NEW-TPI was synthesized by Mitsui Toatsu Chemical
Co., and film processed by Foster Miller by extrusion
from pellets. The as-received NEW-TPI is a transparent
amorphous unoriented film as seen from absence of Bragg
scattering peaks in the wide-angle diffractogram, and
equality of heats of crystallization and melting in d.s.c. 4.
The as-received film was dried in a Mettler hot stage at
150°C for 20h, then relaxed at 260°C for 20h prior to
testing 4'5. This treatment was used to prepare all films
used in this study. These treated films will hereafter be
referred to either as amorphous, or according to their
subsequent crystallization history. The cold crystallization temperature was 300°C, and the variable was the
crystallization time, to. Our thermal data 11 show that as
a function of t c at 300°C we have the following weight
fractions: t c = 10 min: Zc = 0.22, X, = 0.64, Z,. = 0.14;
tc = 3 h: Zc = 0.27, J(a -~" 0.63, ~ra = 0.10. Here, the crystallinity was obtained from the ratio of the heat of fusion
of the semicrystalline samples to that of the perfect
NEW-TPI crystal which is ~ 139 J g - 1, according to data
provided by Mitsui ToatsuS. The value of the crystallinity
is very consistent with our wide-angle X-ray scattering
(WAXS) data 11. The purpose here is to make a
comparison between results obtained dielectrically and
those obtained by d.s.c., real time small angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) and WAXS 11.
Dynamic mechanical relaxation experiments were
performed using a Seiko DMS 200 system using a heating
rate of 2°C min- 1 and measurement frequencies from 1
to 50 Hz, under nitrogen gas flow. Sample lengths were
l0 mm and the cross-sectional areas were about 0.5 mm 2
with measurement accuracy of 0.001 mm 2. Amorphous
sample and semicrystalline samples, cold crystallized at
300°C for 1 h, were studied using dynamic mechanical
analysis (d.m.a.) over a temperature range of 200-350°C.
Dielectric relaxation experiments were performed using
a Hewlett Packard impedance analyser, over a temperature range of 150-320°C at frequencies from 1 kHz to
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Figure 1 (a) Dynamic modulus E' and (b) loss factor (tan t~) as a
functionof temperature for semicrystalline NEW-TPI at various
frequencies: C), 1Hz; 0, 10Hz; I-l, 50Hz
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Dielectric relaxation results in the temperature range
150-320°C are shown in Figures 3a and b for semicrystalline NEW-TPI crystallized at 300°C for 1 h. The
value of e' (Figure 3a) is nearly constant at 3.2 prior to
the relaxation, then increases sharply at T~. The hightemperature value of e' was observed to decrease slightly
above 300°C. The loss factor, tan 6 (Figure 3b) shows the
usual shape, reaching a maximum value of 0.01. The peak
position of tan 6 shifts to higher temperature and the
peak maximum increases with increasing frequency.
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observed above 300°C. Tang (Figure lb) has a very
symmetric peak at about the same position, with a
maximum from 270 to 300°C dependent on the frequency.
The peak position of the tan 6 shifts to higher temperature
as the frequency increases. There exists a very weak
relaxation process at a temperature from about 300 to
320°C, due to partial melting. The sample crystallized at
300°C has a dual endothermic response, with lower
melting point at 315°C according to d.s.c, analysis 11.
For the amorphous NEW-TPI, the modulus and tan 6
are shown in Figures 2a and b. The modulus of the
amorphous sample (Figure 2a) has the usual characteristics of a glass transition, showing a decrease of
almost two decades, from 2.0 GPa at 255°C to 20 MPa
at 285°C, a much larger decrease than that of the
semicrystalline sample. Tang, the position of which
increases as the frequency increases, shows a much
sharper and stronger peak compared with the semicrystalline sample shown in Figure 1. The peak full width
at half maximum is only about 15°C, while it is 40°C for
the semicrystalline sample. The maximum value of tan 6
is about 1.5-1.7, which is about six times larger than that
of the semicrystalline sample shown in Figure 1. This is
simply because the semicrystalline NEW-TPI can be
viewed a s a composite of crystal and amorphous material,
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Only the amorphous portion can relax at T~, and since
there is a reduced amorphous phase fraction in the
semicrystalline polymer, tan 6 has a smaller maximum
value than that of the amorphous sample.
The value of tensile modulus, E', measured at low
temperature matches well with the value reported
previously5, which is 2.8 GPa at 25°C and 1.9 GPa at
150°C. To our knowledge, there has been no detailed
work about the crystallinity effect on the mechanical
properties, such as tensile modulus and loss factor.
However, Hirade et al. ~° studied the effect of irradiation
on the shear modulus for NEW-TPI. Their results
indicate that the irradiation has significantly upshifted
the T~, while it seems to have a smaller effect on the shear
modulus.
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Figure 3 (a) Dielectric constant (e') and (b) loss factor (tan&) as a
function of temperature for semicrystalline NEW-TPI at various
frequencies: ©, 10 kHz; O, 100 kHz; IS], 1 MHz
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beyond the glass transition relaxation, and the onset of
crystallization occurs. A very small shoulder is seen at
higher temperature in Figure 5b (around 310°C for
106Hz). This shoulder is due to relaxation of the
now-crystalline sample whose amorphous portion becomes constrained a little by the existence of crystals
and therefore has a slightly higher Tg.
The relaxation maps of the amorphous NEW-TPI are
shown in Figures 6a and b for all frequencies studied. The
range of temperatures shown spans the glass transition
region. At fixed temperature, d decreases with increasing
frequency, as in the semicrystalline NEW-TPI. At fixed
frequency 5' decreases with decreasing temperature. The
loss factor (Figure 6b) indicates a shift in the loss peak
maximum frequency to higher frequency with increasing
temperature.
The dielectric constant of both amorphous and
semicrystalline NEW-TPI has a value of 3.2 for 10kHz
at temperatures below Tg. This value is exactly within
the range reported previously for room temperature
measurement, showing e' is 3.2 at l kHz and 3.1 at
1 MHz s. The dielectric constant of amorphous NEWTPI at temperatures above Tg is significantly larger than
that of the semicrystalline sample. The loss factor, tan 3,
though basically no different at low temperature for both
amorphous and semicrystalline samples, has a very
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Figure 4 (a) Dielectric constant (e') and (b) loss factor (tan 6) as a
function of log(frequency) for semicrystalline NEW-TPI at various
temperatures: ©, 285°C; O, 288°C; V], 291°C; , , 294°C; A, 297°C;
&, 300°C

A dielectric relaxation map of the cold crystallized
NEW-TPI is shown in Figures 4a and b for all the
frequencies studied. 5' is shown as a function of log(f)
for a series of temperatures in the vicinity of the glass
transition relaxation process. In the temperature range
of 270-300°C, 5' decreases as frequency increases for a
fixed temperature, and at a fixed frequency, 5' decreases
with decreasing temperature. The tan 6 results (Figure
4b) indicate a shift in the frequency of the peak maximum
to higher frequency as the temperature increases.
Plots of e' and tan 6 for amorphous film are shown in
Figures 5a and b for several frequencies. At temperatures
below Tg, the dielectric constant 5' is almost the same as
that of the semicrystalline sample. The glass transition
relaxation begins at around 250°C and d increases
strongly to a maximum at about 300°C. The crystallization
of the amorphous film above 294°C results in a slight
change in the slope of e' versus T, but 5' still increases a
little as temperature increases .
.
.
.
.
.
The loss factor (Figure 5b) is also slightly affected by
the crystallization. First, the amorphous film undergoes
its glass transition relaxation and tan 6 shows a strong
maximum, reaching a value of about 0.03, which shifts
clearly to higher temperature with increasing frequency,
Tan6 then decreases sharply as temperature increases
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Figure 5 (a) Dielectric constant (e') and (b) loss factor (tan6) as a
function of temperature for amorphous NEW-TPI at various
frequencies: O, 10kHz; O, 100kHz; [3, 1MHz
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3.5.

This is because the two relaxation peaks are overlapped
for NEW-TPI, while they are separated by about 20°C
for PPS 14 and PEEK 13.
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(a) Dielectric constant (e') and (b) loss factor (tanr) as a

function of log(frequency) for amorphous NEW-TPI at various
temperatures: C), 276°C; O, 282°C; [~, 288°C; II, 294°C

different value at its maximum. The amorphous sample
loss factor again is twice as large as that of the
semicrystalline sample,
For amorphous NEW-TPI, the effect of crystallization
during heating is much smaller compared with that of
PPS 14'3° and PEEK 13'31 amorphous samples. First, as
shown in a separate study 11, we found relatively slow
crystallization kineticsofamorphousNEW-TPIfromthe
rubbery amorphous state 4 and a small final crystallinity
(about 0.25 or less). Also, we found from d.s.c, that the
T~ of amorphous NEW-TPI is about the same as for
semicrystalline NEW-TPI. In the dielectric relaxation
experiment here, we only observed a decrease in the
increasing slope of e' at the glass transition region, and
a very small, indistinct, shoulder in tan 6 due to the slow
crystallization kinetics and small ultimate crystallinity.
On the other hand, for PPS and PEEK, both e' and tan ~
are significantly affected by crystallization about 10-15°C
above
Tg13'14. We know from calorimetric studies ~ that
the T~ of the amorphous NEW-TPI is only 5°C below
Ts for semicrystalline NEW-TPI. From dielectric results
we see that the tan &maximum of amorphous NEW-TPI
is close to that of the now-semicrystalline sample. This
explains why we see only a small shoulder for NEW-TPI
instead of a distinct peak as seen for PPS and PEEK.
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Temperature-frequency analysis for NEW-TPI
Dielectric relaxation and dynamic mechanical relaxation are widely used to study the glass transition
behaviour of both amorphous and semicrystalline
polymers. These techniques together allow the investigation of a wide range of frequency and temperature.
Both techniques were combined with d.s.c, to investigate
the glass transition behaviour in NEW-TPI. Usually, the
maximum of the tan ~ for fixed frequency is assigned as
the Tg for that particular frequency. We will refer to Tg
determined from the loss factor maximum in the dynamic
mechanical relaxation experiments as d.m.a. Tg.
Figures 7a and b show plots of log(frequency)
versus the reciprocal temperature for semicrystalline and
amorphous NEW-TPI samples, respectively. Here, the
maximum positions for dielectric tan6 and e" are
nearly identical, and the data points completely overlap
each other, so that the e" data cannot be separately
identified. D.s.c. heating rate was transformed to an
equivalent frequency according to the method reported
previously32'33. As can be seen clearly, the dielectric Tgs,
whether determined using tan 6 or e", are all located on
the same curve, and show no constancy of activation
energy for the glass transition relaxation process. Since
both dielectric relaxation and dynamic mechanical
relaxation deal with the glass transition process, from
the temperature-frequency superposition principle, we
might expect the d.m.a. Tg and dielectric Tg also to lie
on the same curve which comprises the Williams-LandelFerry (WLF) plot of NEW-TPI. But from Figure 7a we
see that whereas the dielectric tan 6 and e" data are
coincident, this is not the case for the d.m.a, tan 6 and
E" data. Only the d.m.a. Tg data from E" lie on the same
curve as the dielectric data; the d.m.a. Tg data from tan 6
maximum are shifted towards the higher temperature side
in semicrystalline NEW-TPI.
For dielectric relaxation, the position of tan 6 maxima
(tanf=e"/e') and e" are almost the same, due to the
relatively small change of e' before and after the glass
transition relaxation. In fact, the shape of the dielectrically determined tan 6 (shown in Figure lb) and e" (which
is not shown) as a function of temperature look almost
identical. However, for dynamic mechanical relaxation,
E' has a relatively large change before and after the glass
transition, decreasing several decades after the glass
transition compared with the value before the glass
transition. This makes the maximum of tan & almost
8-9°C higher than that determined by E". Similarly, in
Figure 7b, the same behaviour is observed for the
amorphous NEW-TPI. D.m.a. T~ defined as the tan&
maximum is not located on the same curve as dielectric
Tg. And, when E" maximum instead of tan 6 is used as
Tg for d.m.a., they are still not located on the same curve
as the dielectrically determined Tg.
Thus it is seen that the definition of T~ is very critical,
especially when data from different measurement techniques are compared, such as the d.m.a, and dielectric
data compared here. For the same technique, consistent
T~ information can be obtained no matter whether tan
or e" maximum is used. When covering a wide range of
frequency and temperature by combining several techniques, there is no physical basis for choosing which
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where al and a 2 are empirical parameters ( 0 < a i < l )
that describe the degree of departure from the Debye
equations 35 (in which al = a2 = 1). The assumption that
a 2 = 1 was used since we found that the Cole-Cole plots
of e" versus t' for both amorphous and semicrystalline
N E W - T P I were very symmetric. We therefore chose to
fit our data using the minimum number of adjustable
parameters, by fitting to a circle with origin displaced
below the e"= 0 line 36.
A non-linear least squares fitting routine 37 was used
to find al, gs and too, which were the only adjustable
parameters 13-15. Examples of Cole-Cole plots are shown
in Figures 8a and b, for the semicrystalline and amorphous
dielectric relaxations, respectively. Symbols represent the
data points; however, not all the points were used in the
fitting. For example, in Figure 8a the highest frequency
data point represents the onset of a second process, and
was not used to fit the glass transition relaxation. From
the circle intersection with the g' axis, we see the
temperature dependence of the difference between the
upper intersection (ts) and lower one (e~o). This is the
dielectric relaxation intensity (At)3 5, which is defined as:
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Figure 7 WLF plot for (a) NEW-TPI cold crystallized at 300°C for
1h, and (b) amorphous NEW-TPI: Q, dielectrictan 6; o, e"; O, d.m.a,
tan6; A, d.m.a. E"; D, d.s.c. Data points for dielectric tan6 and E'
completely overlap and cannot be separately identified

should be used. Due to this uncertainty, we made no
attempt to fit our data to the W L F equation 26.

Dielectric relaxation intensity
The modified Debye equations have been used to
describe the glass transition relaxation process for
N E W - T P I as for PPS and P E E K 13'14. The complex
dielectric function, ~, was modelled by Havriliak and
Negami34:
=t~ +

(•s-too)
[1 + (iogz)a']°2

(2)

(3)

where subscripts s and oo refer respectively to static (low)
frequency and infinite (high) frequency of measurement
relative to the process under study.
The dielectric relaxation intensity, Ae(T) versus temperature is shown in Figure 9 for amorphous N E W - T P I
and N E W - T P I cold crystallized at 300°C for 10 min and
3 h. The straight line is the best fit to the measured data.
The dielectric relaxation intensity is greater, the shorter
the cold crystallization time of the NEW-TPI. This can
be readily interpreted by considering the crystallization
time dependence of the degree of crystallinity from our
thermal analysis study 4'1~ The semicrystalline NEWTPI has a smaller degree of crystallinity when cold
crystallized at 300°C for shorter time (see Experimental).
Thus, there is a larger fraction of amorphous dipoles at
short crystallization time and the intensity of the
amorphous relaxation is increased. The temperature
dependence of Ae is almost the same for amorphous and
semicrystalline NEW-TPI. For amorphous N E W - T P I ,
the relaxation intensity shows the usual case, decreasing
as temperature increases. For the semicrystalline samples,
the relaxation intensity also decreases with increasing
measurement temperature.
The temperature dependence of At for the amorphous
sample above Tg has long been recognized, showing a
decrease as a consequence of temperature increase. This
trend in Ae has also been observed for other polymers
such as PPS 14, P E E K 13 and poly(ethylene terephthalate) 3s'39. The main point here is that competition
exists between thermal energy and electric field effects
for dipole alignment. Increasing the thermal energy of
dipoles will tend to randomize the alignment of the
dipoles and therefore decrease the dielectric relaxation
intensity. For semicrystalline samples, we assume that
only the amorphous phase fraction can relax at temperatures above T,, while the crystal phase is still rigid. This
is what is observed in Figure 9, with Ae showing a
decrease as temperature increases for both the quenched
amorphous and semicrystalline samples. This implies that
the amorphous phase inside the now-semicrystalline
polymer is relaxing with about the same temperature
dependence as the quenched 100% amorphous sample.
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The temperature dependence of relaxation strength for
NEW-TPI seen in Figure 9 is not the same as that
observed in either PPS or PEEK 1a-15. In those
polymers, the amorphous phase relaxation in the semicrystalline sample had a completely different temperature
dependence compared to the quenched amorphous
samples, leading to an increase in relaxation strength as
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temperature increased above Tg. This was explained by
the existence of a large amount of tightly bound, or rigid,
amorphous material in PPS and PEEK which relaxes
gradually above the T~ of the mobile amorphous
fraction 13'1+. In contrast to PPS and PEEK, there is only
about 0.10-0.14 weight fraction of rigid amorphous
material in the cold crystallized NEW-TPI. A fairly loose
connection exists between the crystals and the amorphous
phase in semicrystalline NEW-TPI, leading to a small
amount of tightly bound amorphous material (as deduced from heat capacity measurements11). This small
amount of rigid amorphous material relaxes within a
narrow range of temperatures just above Tg. Once all
the amorphous phase dipoles (liquid-like and rigid
amorphous) have been relaxed, their temperature dependent relaxation strength will decrease with increasing
temperature from the competition between thermal
energy and electric field alignment.
In analogy to heat capacity increment, we use fl(T) as
defined previously 13'~+ to stand for the total fraction of
dipoles relaxed at temperature T, where:
Ae(T)SC
//(T) = - (4)
A~(T) a

fl(T) is the temperature dependent relaxation strength of
the amorphous phase in the semicrystalline sample,
normalized to the strength of the amorphous phase in
the 100% amorphous sample. Using equation (3), fl(T)
can be written as:
e+(T)SC-e~o(Ty c
/3(T)= es(T)a-e~(T) a
(5)
Here, the definition of fl(T) is valid at temperatures
T > T~. For temperature T < Tg, fl(T) = 0. Certainly, fl(T),
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defined in equation (5), includes all the liquid-like
amorphous phase, Xa, obtained by the heat capacity
increment and possibly some portion of tightly bound
amorphous phase that is relaxed at T > Tg but is
considered rigid at the d.s.c. Tg. The dielectric method 13-15
has a distinct advantage over the use of heat capacity 16-22
to determine the fraction of relaxing units. First, fl(T)
can be used to quantify the total amount of material that
relaxes at high temperature (T > Tg) and does not require
any prior measurement of the degree of crystallinity,
Extrapolation of/3(T)to Tg of the semicrystalline sample
gives XR, the amount of liquid-like amorphous phase,
while extrapolation of fl(T) to Tm derives the total
amount of amorphous material (liquid-like amorphous
phase plus rigid amorphous, Z~+Xra)13-1s. By cornparison, to determine Xra by d.s.c, heat capacity method
and equation (1), we need to have the crystallinity value
available, obtained either from d.s.c, heat of fusion or
WAXS. Second, the temperature dependence of the
relaxation above Tg is easily obtained from fl(T) versus
T. However, it is comparatively difficult from d.s.c,
analyses to obtain the change in heat capacity at
temperatures higher than Tg (i.e. at temperatures above
the increment in heat capacity, Cp(T) at Tg) due to the
relatively small absolute change in heat capacity, and to
the problem of baseline determination,
In our previous works on PPS and PEEK, because
of the experimental incapability of obtaining the Ae of
the respective amorphous samples at high temperature
(due to the rapid crystallization above T~), it was
necessary to extrapolate Ae of the amorphous polymer
to high temperature. Here, for NEW-TPI, we are able
to measure the As directly at temperatures even 40°C
higher than Tg of the amorphous sample, because of the
very slow crystallization process 4'11. There is a significant
overlap in terms of the temperature range for both
amorphous and semicrystalline dielectric relaxation intensities, as can be seen in Figure 9. Moreover, the very
slight increase of Tg of the semicrystalline sample over
the amorphous sample 11 also benefits this overlap, since
we can fit the Cole-Cole plot in the vicinity of the
glass transition with confidence only over a certain
temperature range,
The estimate of the numerical value of fl(T) for
NEW-TPI semicrystalline samples allows a quantitative
understanding of the relaxation and the temperature
dependent mobility of the amorphous phase in NEWTPI. Based on the amorphous phase intensity shown in
Figure 9, our value of fl(T) calculated from equation (5)
is constant from 278 to 300°C for each semicrystalline
sample. For samples cold crystallized at 300°C either for
10min or for 3 h, the values of [3(T) are 0.76 and 0.72,
respectively. The corresponding liquid-like amorphous
phase fractions determined thermally are 0.64 and 0.63
(see Experimental), and the total amorphous phase
fractions (Xc+ Xr,) for the same two crystallization
conditions are 0.78 and 0.73. The fl(T) values thus
correspond very nearly to the total amorphous phase
fractions of the semicrystalline samples. Therefore, since
fl(T) represents the fraction of dipoles already relaxed at
temperature T, we conclude that the entire amorphous
phase in NEW-TPI has become relaxed by about 278°C.
The most tightly bound amorphous material (which only
constitutes a small amount of the total amorphous
material in NEW-TPI semicrystalline samples) becomes
mobile at, or before, about 278°C, i.e. within 20°C above

calorimetric Tg. Above 278°C there is no additional
contribution to the relaxation and fl(T) is constant.
Therefore we expect [3(T) to be equal to the total
amorphous phase fraction from 278°C up to the melting
temperature.
Our NEW-TPI cold crystallization study1 ~ shows that
when NEW-TPI is isothermally cold crystallized, the
kinetics can be described nearly by a single Avrami
exponent over the entire crystallization period. This
indicates that there is one process governing crystallization (the 'primary' process) and this persists until
crystallization is complete. We suggest that the small
amount of rigid amorphous material, and its ability to
relax immediately as temperature increases above T~, is
related to the same factors that contribute to lack of
strong secondary crystallization process in NEW-TPI.
On the other hand, for PEEK polymer a large fraction
of crystals develops by secondary crystallization processes4°. Also, subsidiary lamellar crystals have been
observed using transmission electron microscopy and
found to be in-filling, that is, fitting in between the
dominant lamellae 41, though the relationship between
the bulk kinetic crystallization process and formation of
subsidiary crystals is still unclear. In PEEK, these
subsidiary crystals may serve to interrupt and hence
constrain the amorphous phase, creating a large fraction
of tightly bound, or rigid, amorphous material. As
suggested before 21 the rigid amorphous fraction may be
related to strain at the crystal/amorphous interface. This
idea is supported by the fact that large amounts of rigid
amorphous material are created under conditions of
rapid cooling 14'21'42 or crystal growth from a state of
low chain mobility, both of which would favour formation of a large population of small, imperfect crystals.
It is possible that imperfect, tiny secondary crystals
provide a base for the rigid amorphous fraction. Indeed,
for PPS and PEEK, Xr, can be as large as 0.45 for
PPS ~4'15 and 0.35 for PEEK 13 cold crystallized samples.
Here, by using dielectric relaxation experiments, we
confirm the existence of a small amount of rigid
amorphous material in NEW-TPI cold crystallized
samples, and also provide information about the temperature dependence of the relaxation of the amorphous
phase. As shown in Figure 9, the rigid amorphous
material relaxes immediately within 20°C above Tg. This
is also very different from PPS and PEEK, both of which
show a gradual relaxation starting just above Tg
and continuing up to the melting point of the least perfect
crystals. In terms of the crystal/amorphous connection
or coupling, the Tg is considered to be a good indicator.
NEW-TPI semicrystalline samples which may have
loosely connected crystal/amorphous regions show very
small increase in Tg upon crystallization, compared with
purely amorphous samples, measured both calorimetrically
and dielectrically. This is also in sharp contrast to PPS
and PEEK semicrystalline samples, both of which have
TgS about 20°C higher than that of purely amorphous
samples.
CONCLUSIONS
Dielectric and dynamic mechanical relaxation experiments have been performed to characterize the glass
transition relaxation and to explore the amorphous phase
behaviour of NEW-TPI. The dielectric constant and loss
factor, modulus and mechanical loss factor were measured
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t h r o u g h the glass t r a n s i t i o n region. The dielectric
relaxation intensity is structure sensitive above Tg,

showing variations in magnitude with crystal and
a m o r p h o u s phase c o m p o s i t i o n in the
samples. With regard to the temperature
the dielectric relaxation intensity, we find
same temperature dependence for the

semicrystalline
dependence of
that Ae has the
semicrystalline

13
14
15
16
17
18

sample c o m p a r e d to the q u e n c h e d a m o r p h o u s polymer,
O u r results confirm thermal analysis of N E W - T P I 11 a n d
show that N E W - T P I has a very small a m o u n t of tightly
b o u n d , or rigid, a m o r p h o u s material, which relaxes

20

completely within a n a r r o w temperature range just above

21

19

the Tg of the less tightly b o u n d , or mobile, a m o r p h o u s

material.
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